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May 03, 2020|9 min read
By DDNews Staff

The trials and tribulations of COVID-19
A selection of five articles from our May 2020 issue of DDNews on challenges to clinical trials in the face of a global pandemic, solutions to help...and a couple companies looking to get to clinical trials soon with COVID-19 therapeutics
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The need for speed
As a trio of articles from our May 2020 issue of DDNews illustrates, speed is of the essence with tests for the novel coronavirus causing our current global pandemic...not just in terms of getting diagnostic tools into the hands of labs and clinicians but in terms of how quickly they can do the job of diagnosing infection by the virus that causes COVID-19
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Subscribe to our eNewsletters
Stay connected with all of the latest from Drug Discovery News.
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Latest Issue  
• Volume 20 • Issue 2 • March 2024
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